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PRESS RELEASE
Airforms, Inc. Awarded FAA PMA Approval for
GA-8 Airvan Cabin Trim Kit
# # #
WASILLA, ALASKA, 16-Nov-17– Airforms, Inc. announced today they have been
awarded FAA PMA approval for cabin trim pieces for the GA-8 Airvan. Although historically
heavily engaged in projects for the Cessna Caravan family and other aircraft models, this is the first
Airvan project Airforms has undertaken.
“We have received requests from Airvan operators that had noticed some of the original
equipment aluminum cabin trim pieces were damaged easily due to the rigors of cargo operations,”
said Steve Hunter, Sales and Marketing Executive for Airforms. “Our stainless steel trim pieces can
withstand a greater level of punishment and still look great while providing a longer service life. In
addition, we have increased the size of the trim pieces to extend the protected areas”
The trim pieces can be purchased separately, or at a discounted price if all four are
purchased in a kit (Kit P/N GA8-TK1). Part numbers are as follows.






Part #

Description

Eligibility

AF-GA8-252025-057

FORWARD CARPET RETAINER

GA8/GA8-TC 320

AF-GA8-252025-059

AFT CARPET RETAINER

GA8/GA8-TC 320

AF-GA8-252025-085

AFT CABIN DOOR TRIM

GA8/GA8-TC 320

AF-GA8-252056-131

SHELF VINYL RETAINER

GA8/GA8-TC 320

Eligible for installation on all GA8/GA8-TC models
Manufactured from stainless steel to replace the OEM aluminum parts for long lasting quality
Extended parts to add protection to necessary areas
FAA PMA Approved
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Airforms is the world’s leading supplier of replacement engine baffles for a wide
range of general aviation aircraft; products also include an expanding line of turboprop
aircraft PMA parts, STCs, and hard to source parts for fleet operators. Airforms maintains
an FAA approved manufacturing system for PMA parts.
For more information, including a secure online marketplace and catalog, visit
www.airforms.biz. Airforms operates from 7 AM to 7 PM CST business days and can be
reached directly at 907-357-8244.
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